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Three Proposals To Be Studied
Senate Urges Lighter Course Loads
By Janice Harayda
The University Senate voted at a 
special meeting on Nov. 20 to create 
a task force which will study three 
proposed changes for course schedu­
ling.
Owen Durgin, Secretary of the Sen­
ate, said that the changes will be 
studied because of “ a feeling on the 
part of the faculty that students should 
take fewer courses at one time” , and 
a desire to make the academic calen­
dar more rational.
A student would take three courses 
a term for three terms under the first, 
or 3-3 plan, according to Durgin.
The second or 2-4 plan would re­
quest a student to take four courses 
a semester for two semesters.
Under the third plan, a student would 
take four courses for the first term, 
one course for an interim period, and 
four courses for the third term.
The interim period of the 4-1-4 
plan year would be three or four weeks, 
and the first and third terms would be 
slightly shorter than the current aca­
demic semesters, Durgin said.
All of these plans would eliminate 
the situation that exists now, in which 
the semester ends after Christmas 
vacation,”  he continued.
The plans will be studied “ with 
particular reference to the problems 
and advantages that are inherent in 
the operations of such plans on other 
campuses and the implication of each 
for our own programs,”  Durgin said.
The task force will present its find­
ings at the January meeting, of the 
Senate.
Course Scheduling
The special meeting of the Senate 
was one of a series in which the 
Educational Policies Committee Re­
port recommendations are being con­
sidered.
The University Senate continued the
Hague Official to Speak at Convocation Next Week
Dr. Jan F. Glastra van Loon, Rector 
of the Institute of Social Studies at The 
Hague, Netherlands, will speak at a 
special University Convocation on Fri­
day, December 8, at 2:00 in Johnson 
Theater.
Dr. Glastra van Loon will speak 
on the “ Role of the University in 
the International World of Today” . 
The convocation is being held to com­
memorate the 5th anniversary of the 
Whittemore School of Business and 
Economics.
The 47-year old Glastra van Loon 
was born in Jakarta, Indonesia. He 
was a key figure in the underground 
Nazi resistance during WWII.
A 1949 law graduate from the U- 
niversity of Leyden, he obtained his 
doctorate cum laude in 1956.
He also studied philosophy of law 
and sociology at Georg-August Uni­
versity in Gottingen, philosophy and 
sociology at Harvard, and medicine 
at University College, London Univer­
sity and the University of Groningen.
From 1956 to 1958 he was Secre­
tary to the Justice Committee of the 
Second Chamber of Parliament. In 
1958 he was appointed Professor of 
Law and Legal Philosophy at the U- 
niversity of Leyden. He has been 
Rector of the Institute of Social Studies 
at The Hague since 1966.
Honorary Degree
S. Judson Dunaway, a retired Dover 
industrialist, will receive an honorary 
Doctor of Laws Degree at the convo­
cation.
A benefactor of the W h i t t e m o r e  
School and the University, Dunaway 
lives in Ogunquit, Maine.
“ The honorary degree was voted 
by the Board of Trustees in recog­
nition of Mr. Dunaway’ s contribution, 
particularly to his community and to 
the University and higher education,”  
said Arthur W. Grant, Assistant to 
UNH President John W. McConnell.
SDS Schedules Dow Pickets 
To Launch Vietnam Week
The UNH Students for a Democratic 
Society will launch Vietnam Week, 
Dec, 4-8, with a picket of the re­
cruiters of Dow Chemical Company.
Students, faculty, and administration 
are invited to participate in the picket 
and other events throughout the week.
The picket will protest Dow’ s manu­
facture of napalm, a lethal gas used 
in Vietnam. It will be held outside of 
Huddleston from 11:45 a.m. to 12:45 
p.m, on both mornings of Dow’ s re ­
cruitment here, Dec. 4 and 5.
“ So far, SDS is the only organiza­
tion sponsoring Vietnam week,”  said 
Mrs. Jo Whitney, publicity chairman 
for the organization, “ but we’ re try­
ing to get the Young Republicans and 
Democrats to take part in this, too. 
We’d like to see a lot of groups par­
ticipate in the events.”
“ V i e t n a m —a J o u r n a l  ofW ar,”  
a documentary film produced by the 
British Broadcasting Corporation, will 
be shown Monday in the Belknap Room 
of the Union. Showings of the film 
are at 11 a.m., 1:10 p. m., 2:10 p.m., 
and 3:10 p.m. The documentary was 
produced in May of 1966 and covers the 
Buddhist revolt, civilian casualties, and 
the U. S. bombings. A draft information 
table will be set up in the lobby of the 
Union on Tuesday, between 10 a.m. and 
2:30 p.m.
SDS will conduct a campus-wide ref­
erendum on Vietnam onWednesday in an 
effort to provide “ a spectrum of opin­
ions about the war,”  according to Mrs. 
Whitney. Students may vote for one of
several choices for Vietnam, ranging 
from withdrawal to complete escalation 
for a military victory.
“ Conservative or liberal, your vote 
should be cast,”  a spokesman for SDS 
said.
Tables will remain throughout the day 
in the library and the Union, and at the 
dining halls between 11 a.m. and 1p.m.
Results of the referendum will be re­
leased on Friday.
UNH draft counselor Kendrick Put­
nam will be available for individual 
counseling on Thursday, Dec. 7, be­
tween 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. He will 
speak about the draft and conscien­
tious objection at 8 p.m.
Dr. Jan F. Glastra van Loon
During its five years, the Whitte­
more School increased its enrollment 
from 262 to approximately 533 this 
year. Faculty members have increased 
from 13 to 32,
“ I see the school in the future as a 
platform of scholars and people who 
like to learn on an intellectual basis,”  
said Jan Clee, Dean of the Whitte­
more School.
He said that there are no plans to 
hire additional f a c u l t y ,  add more 
courses, or offer more programs, 
“ because of the University’ s finan­
cial situation.”
“ The plan is to consolidate what we 
do have into a quality school,”  he 
said.
F r e e z e  O n  F e d e r a l  F u n d s  T h a w s ;  
W h i t t e m o r e  P r o j e c t  G e t s  G o - A h e a d
Education until Congress accepted his 
10% surtax plan.
Jan E. Clee, Dean of the Whittemore 
School, admitted that he was “ under 
pressure”  before funds were released 
to permit construction to begin,
Donald E. Vincent, Head of Dimond 
Library, said that construction work 
has already begun on a new wing, de­
spite the freeze on federal appropria­
tions, “ on the assumption that funds 
will be released” . Vincent said he was 
“ concerned”  about the situation.
The Office of Education agreed to 
fund both construction projects in 1966, 
according to Myers.
Federal appropriations of $576,188 
for the new Whittemore School build­
ing were released yesterday by the U.S. 
Office of Education, according to Rich­
ard M. Brayton, the Director of Phys­
ical Plant Development for UNH.
Brayton said he also expects to re­
ceive appropriations of $737,456 for 
the new library wing “ by the end of the 
week.”
Appropriation of the funds was de­
layed for several weeks by President 
Johnson, According to Norman W. 
Myers, UNH Vice-President-Treasur­
er, Johnson had refused to approve Con­
gressional funding bills for the Office of
discussion of the course scheduling 
at a regular meeting on Monday.
The Senate adopted a resolution fa­
voring further changes, according to 
Durgin. However, because the vote 
was not unanimous, it must be voted 
on again next week.
All rules changes must be passed 
by a unanimous vote the first time, 
or a three-quarters vote the second 
time they are brought up.
The resolution recommended that 
“ the credit system be modified so 
that the normal course will have four 
credits. “ Four courses per semester 
would be a normal load for a student 
to carry.
“ Twenty credits will be the maxi­
mum, No student may take more than 
five courses, nor more than 20 credits 
per semester, without the approval of 
the college dean,”  the motion stated.
Durgin emphasized that the Universi­
ty Senate’ s use of the word “ credit”  
should not be confused with “ credit- 
hour.”
Substantive Focus
“ The intent of the motion is to try 
to focus the student’ s attention on the 
substantative content of what he’ s do­
ing, rather than amassing a number of 
credit hours,”  Durgin said. “ A sharp 
differentiation was made between cred­
its and credit hours.”
If credit-hours were abolished and 
replaced by credits, all courses would 
have the same number of credits, no 
matter how often they met.
For a large part of both meetings, 
the Senate operated as a “ committee 
of the whole. This form permits 
“ the freest possible debate,”  the sec­
retary said.
The Senate reconvened in its regular 
form to vote on the motions.
Seven Companies 
To Bid Tomorrow 
On Estuarine Lab
Bids will open tomorrow among seven 
companies for exclusive rights to con­
struct the Jackson Estuarine Labora­
tory on Adam’ s Point, about five miles 
from Durham.
The laboratory will be used jointly 
by the University’ s Departments of 
Botany, Biochemistry, Microbiology, 
and Zoology for marine research.
Galen E. Jones, the director of the 
Estuarine lab and Professor of Micro­
biology, said “ about twenty faculty 
members”  have shown an “ active in­
terest”  in the development of the 
facility.
“ The building is planned with flow­
ing sea water, a shop, and the normal 
lab facilities,”  Jones said. “ Seventy- 
eight hundred of the eighty-four hun­
dred square feet contained in the build­
ing will be lab facilities. The rest 
will be for administrative purposes.”
Jones estimates the building will 
cost $400,000.
“ This building is largely financed 
by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation totalling $268,000,”  Jones 
explained. “ Obviously, the Universi­
ty is going to have to put some money 
into the building.”
Jones is confident the estuarine lab 
will be completed 12 to 15 months 
after construction begins. “ Thebuild­
ing,”  he said, “ will probably be func­
tioning by the spring of ’ 69,”
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UNH, Town Planners Cooperate; 
Examine Durham's Future Needs
The first part of a “ compre­
hensive plan”  for the town of 
Durham has been completed.
“ The plan examines in detail 
the need for goods and services 
in the community, existent and 
anticipated parking and transpor­
tation problems, and the future 
of cooperative town and Uni­
versity programs,”  said Mrs. 
Maryanna Hatch, a member of the 
Durham Planning Board.
The eighteen-month project 
has two parts. The initial report, 
“ Physical Determinants ofPlan- 
ning Policy” , was finished re ­
cently by the Planning Services 
Group of Cambridge, Massachu­
setts, which was hired by the 
Durham Planning Board last 
spring.
The second part of the study 
will examine the presence and 
availability of open space and 
recreation areas in the commun­
ity.
“ Durham is in a position for 
change, immediately, and for a 
considerable number of years 
to come,”  said Mrs. Hatch.
“ There is active cooperation But Durham has the problem
Drug Abuse Official 
Cites Dangers of LSD
between the University planning 
committee and the town plan­
ners,”  she explained. Every 
effort is being made to co ­
ordinate them so that both groups 
benefit from the whole exam­
ination.”
The parking lot being built be­
hind ATO is one example of how 
Durham decisions affect UNH. 
The resulting traffic pattern is 
directly tied to University needs.
Another project in the planning 
stages is the development of the 
open area behind the Pizza Den, 
The area is the length of Main 
Street from Mill Road toChesley 
Drive. With the eventual re­
moval of three houses just beyond 
the corner of Main Street and Mill 
Road, the entire area will be 
open for new businesses.
The planners hope for a more 
attractive, accessible shopping 
area.
A supermarket will be in­
cluded, a parking lot, and a rest­
aurant. There is a possibility 
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Dotes for pariimi, big weekends, Satur­
day nights at the movies, anytime
* A ll undergrads, grad students, extension 
students are eligible
*  Rapid processing through high speed 
IBM Computers
* The sooner you apply, the higher the 
degree of selectivity
*  Guaranteed listings of at least your five 
most compatable dates
* All this for just a $2 processing fee (Re­
application only f l l
OUR REPRESENTATIVES OR BY MAIL FROM
Compute-ft-Oate
P.O. Box 100 Durham, N.H. 03824
Representatives will be at all housing 
units on a regular weekly basis 
until Christmas Vacation
* Dates for MCRP Week, Spring Weekend, 
Winter Carnival
*  Why not? Just for fun, curiosityl Learn 
who your most compatable dates are.
Find the date* who understand the real 
you
* A ll residents ef on-campus and off-cam- 
pus housing units, trots and sororities 
are eligible
APPUCATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM
of a small population base, Mrs. 
Hatch explained. Businesses re­
quire an estimated number of 
patrons before they can afford 
to risk moving into an area.
At present the University pro­
vides most of the recreational 
facilities for the town, but this 
won’t be possible much longer,
“ This planning study is not re­
stricted to Durham, but extends 
to the University and neighboring 
towns,”  Mrs. Hatch explained. 
“ The big trend is toward regional 
development.
“ The problem of drug abuse is 
people using drugs for other than 
a medical or scientific reason,”  
said Frank Montasaro, President 
of the Boston Field Office of Drug 
Abuse Control.
Montasaro was guest speaker 
at a lecture on drug education 
held Monday evening in the Straf­
ford Room of the Union.
The lecture was given to resi­
dent assistants, Head Residents, 
faculty members, and presidents 
of the fraternities and sororities 
on campus.
Travel JVIeetmg Set Tomorrow
The Senate Committee on Travel will hold a meeting Thursday, 
November 30, at 7:30 p.m, in room 126, Hamilton-Smith Hall, 
to discuss the low-rate flight to Europe,
Financial and tour information will be available on the $238 
round-trip, Boston to London TWA flight planned for next summer.
A film on Italy will also be shown. All students and faculty 
are invited.




ITALIAN SPAGHETTI with Meat Balls 
or Veal Cutlets, Rolls and Butter
$ 1.00





SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
F O R E I G N  S T U D I E S  
SUMMER SCHOOLS IN-
PARIS: Six weeks -  June 14 to July 25 at the Netherlands 
Pavilion, Cite Universitaire, 61 Boulevard Jourdan. Two 
complete programs in art history, literature and philosophy 
of Modern France and Classical 17th Century France will 
be offered along with an intensive language program. Advanced 
literature will be taught in French; other classes will be 
taught in English. OPEN TO UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN. 
Board, room, tuition and two excursions $700
FLORENCE: Six weeks — June 14 to July 25 at the Torre de 
Bellosguardo, 16th Century Villa. Centered on the Italian 
Renaissance, courses in art history, literature, science, 
Florence from Dante to the Medici, humanism and philosophy 
will be taught in English. All levels of Italian language are 
offered. OPEN TO UNDERGRADUATE WOMEN.
Board, room, tuition and two excursions $700
LONDON: Six weeks — July 1 to August 12 at College Hall, 
Malet Street, Bloomsbury. 17th Century English literature 
art history, theatre and history will be taught. OPEN TO 
UNDERGRADUATE MEN AND WOMEN.
Board, room tuition and two excursions $700
Classes in all schools are taught by Sarah Lawrence faculty 
and others and include lectures by distinguished writers, 
artists and political leaders.
A two-week tour of Greece and the Greek Islands under the 
direction of a Sarah Lawrence faculty member will follow 
the Florence and Paris sessions. The itinerary will include 
the most important historical and archaeological sites. Special 
arrangements have been made for students attending the 
London session to go on the famous Swan Tours to Greece, 
conducted by outstanding British classical scholars.
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
BOLOGNA; GENEVA; PARIS; Sarah Lawrence College also 
accepts students from other colleges in its Junior Year 
Abroad programs. Instruction is given in the language of the 
country and a good command of French or Italian is re­
quired. OPEN TO MEN AND WOMEN.
For information and applications write:
Foreign Studies Office Sarah Lawrence College 
_______________________________^Bronxville, New York 10708
The drugs available cover 
three areas, Montasaro in­
dicated. Stimulants, including 
amphetamines, directly stimu­
late the nervous system. They 
are used for overweight patients, 
Parkinson’ s Disease, and in 
cases of mental depression. 
These drugs are not physically 
addicting, but can be psycholog­
ically addicting. “ In other words, 
there is no need to increase the 
dosage for the same effect over a 
period of time,”  said Montasaro.
The other groups include bar­
biturates or depressants and the 
hallucinogens such as LSD-25, 
peyote, and STP. These drugs 
are totally unpredictable and 
habit forming, he said.
Montasaro showed a film and 
slides on LSD-25 and its effects. 
It showed the physical disorders 
resulting from LSD such as an 
increasing heart beat, high blood 
pressure, trembling, cell damage 
and chromosome damage to the 
white , blood cells resulting in 
malformation of offspring.
“ There is one major problem 
with legalizing drugs as men­
tioned on the film ,”  said Mon­
tasaro. “ We must have thera­
peutic significance for distribu­
ting the drugs. We must know 
what it will do when distributed 
to a large number of people.
“ Research on LSD-25 has not 
yet revealed this information. 
The Food and Drug Adminis­
tration is trying to continue ex­
perimentation on drugs such as 
LSD. Presently the National 
Institute of Mental Health is con­
tinuing such investigation,”  he 
concluded.
STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAGE 
R E G U L A R  
M O D EL
ANY
3 LINE TEXT S
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. Vz'! x 2". 
Send check or money order. Be 
sure to include your Zip Code. No 
postage or handling charges. Add 
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed 
THE MOPP CO.





The New La Cantina 
Restaurant and 
Lounge
Sandy - Carl Bakery
96 Main St. 868-7782





6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
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Phys Ed Program to Continue  ̂
Most Freshmen Arrive ’’UnfiP’
“ New Hampshire is one of the 
few states in the country without 
a high school physical education 
requirement. Skill in this area 
is necessary for a more meaning­
ful life on campus,”  said Miss 
Evelyn Browne, acting chairman 
of the Women’ s Physical Educa­
tion Department.
Reacting to an opinion ex­
pressed in a previous issue of 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, that 
“ People’ s bodies aTe not the 
University’ s business,”  Miss 
Browne asked whether the mind 
was the University’ s business 
either,
“ We are teaching the whole 
person; you can’ t separate the 
mind and body. To study effec­
tively, you must be physically 
fit, not exhausted,”  she said. 
“ Fitness of body and mind are 
related, in energy, optimism, and 
vitality,”
Among goals of the phys. ed. 
program presented to the Uni­
versity Senate on November 20 
appears the following: “ To pro­
vide a basic program for those 
students who demonstrate a need 
through testing and evaluation up­
on admission to the University.”  
Stating that she would like to 
see the “ time”  requirement 
changed to a “ Proficiency”  re­
quirement, Miss Browne added, 
“ The fundamentals program can 
be likened to Freshman English 
or History. Naturally, we feel 
it’ s important to have a require­
ment in physical education here at 
the University, because in most 
cases students come unprepared 
in terms of fitness.”
Under the proposed testing 
program, individuals would be 
evaluated upon entrance and given 
guidance thereafter. “ Possibly: 
some would be totally exempt,”  
added Miss Browne.
A poll of students in the pro­
gram has been taken since 1946, 
at four-year intervals in order 
to reach succeeding college gen­
erations. Its two-fold purpose is 
to learn student needs and to dis­
cover their dislikes. Since there 
is no way to identify the students, 
“ they don’ t hesitate to ‘ slam’ 
things”  says Miss Browne. “ The 
remarks were very frank, some­
times complimentary, but de­
rogatory as a rule.”
One comment on Fundamentals 
illustrates her point; “ A large 
class is useless,”  wrote one 
freshman. “ Take for instance a 
person who has never taken a gym 
course, and lots of kids I know 
haven’ t, what good does a mob 
of girls running around in black 
leotards do?”  Yet in 1967 only 
15% voted to eliminate the physi­
cal education requirement.
To dispel fears expressed by 
physical education majors that 
the elimination of the depart­
ment would follow that of the re­
quirement, Miss Browne ex­
plains. “ There will be changes 
in the department, but the major 
program will not be affected. 
The number electing physical 
Education will determine the size 
of the department.”
“ Maintaining the status quo and 
our jobs is not the main point,”  
she adds. “ The program is 
needed, because the University 
years make up the last period
TO PRESENT SPEAKER
Professor Myron Gordon from 
the University of Rochester is 
the second speaker intheWhitte- 
more Lecture Series Thursday, 
November 30, at 3:30 p.m, in 
room 219A of Paul Creative Arts 
Center,
in life when a person is really 
free to explore and develop new 
skills. We have the same ob­
ligation to present an opportunity 
to learn new things as the aca­
demic staff.”
Compared with the other land- 
grant colleges in the United 
States, UNH offers its women a 
wide range of activities. The ski 
program started by Barbara 
Newman, for example, offers in­
struction from beginners’ to 
slalom and racing. Buses run 
regularly to Gunstock, The 
course is open to all for a slight 
fee, and even freshmen are elig­
ible for the team.
“ We race against eight other
colleges, and have beaten Middle- 
bury and Colby Junior, although 
we have no areaof our own,”  said 
Miss Browne proudly, reacting to 
a sophomore girl who said, “ I 
don’ t have time for phys, ed. in 
the winter. I’d rather go skiing 
instead.”
Summing up the department’ s 
policy. Miss Browne says, “ We 
try to adhere to the spirit of the 
EPC report, as outlined before 
the Senate. We don’ t want to force 
students to take something they 
already know.”
“ There will always be people 
who hate fish--or “ phys ed” , 
but the rest have a wide variety 
to choose from,”  she concluded.
Ugly Ugly or not, this little duckling had cold feet 
1 1  ̂ about breaking the ice on the Mill Pond, one
Ducklino (Photo by Martin)
I, Douglas J. Ogrodnik
MANAGER OF THE DUNKIN’ DONUTS SHOP AT 
526 Central Avenue Dover, N. H.
PLEDGE TO MAKE MY DONUTS FRESH 
EVERY 4 HOURS, 24 HOURS A DAY.
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in m ec h a n ic a l ,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, 






CERAMICS, PHYSICS and 
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
C A M P U S  I N T E R V I E W S
Pratt &




Appointments should be made 
in advance through your 
College Placement Office
U
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n
DIVISION  O F  U N ITE O IR C R A F T  C O R F.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
S P E C I A L I S T S  IN  P O W ER  . . . POW ER FOR P R O P U L S I O N  — PO W ER FOR A U X I L I A R Y  S YS T E M S .




Now’s your chance to get the one, the only Souper Dress . . .a  smashing paper put-on that could only come from Campbell.
It’s red, white and bright all over 
with eye-poppin’ Campbell cans 
coming and going. To get your 
Campbell Paper Dress, send $1.00 
and your size (the Souper Dress 
comes Small/5-8, Medium/9-12, or 
Large/13-16) with your name and 
address (remember your zip code!) 
to Dress Offer, Box 615, Maple 
Plain, Minn. 55359. Offer expires 
March 31, 1968. Good only in the 
United States and Puerto Rico.
Campbell’s Soup>er Dress. On you 
it’ll look M’m! M’m! Good!
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Editorial
A  Small M inority
A small minority of University em­
ployees do not need the course in 
courtesy we suggested in our last editorial.
They do not share the arrogant and 
indifferent attitude of the majority of 
the staff. They enjoy serving students 
and being an important part of the 
University community.
T-Hall, in improving the attitude of 
its employees, should look closely at 
what this minority is doing right.
Take Albert Mitchell, janitor foreman, 
for example. He cares what people think 
of the University. This summer, after the 
Housing Office turned down a request 
by a group of clergy to hold a meeting 
on campus because Stoke Hall wasn't 
clean, Mitchell volunteered to organize 
and supervise a clean-up crew so the 
dorm could be used. The clergy held 
their meeting on campus, and because of 
Mitchell's extra effort, they left with a 
better opinion of the University.
Mitchell's concern makes friends with­
in the University as well. He opens T-Hall 
after SatiTrday football victories so stu­
dents can ring the bell and spends his 
spare time helping massage the bumps 
and bruises of our varsity athletes. Stu­
dents notice this extra effort. That's 
why Mitchell received the Sophomore 
Sphinx Service Award this year.
Unfortunately, most of the people 
in this minority are not officially recog­
nized.
Lewis Redefines Li berolism
To the Editor: states respectively, or to the
The comment of Mr. Robert people,”  in those areas ofhuman 
B. Stone, with reference to my action not specifically yielded to 
■ on “ Liberal- federal jurisdiction by this docu-recent statement 
ism ,”  accentuates some points 
of difference.
I would say that “ the concern 
of the Federal Government for 
the welfare of all its citizens... 
dates from”  1789; rather than 
“ from 1933,”  when the Federal 
Government started freely pass­
ing laws benefiting one citizen 
at the expense of another--doing
ment.
Government price-fixing may 
have been a “ new idea”  in the 
days of Hammurabi (2,000 B.C.); 
and solving unemployment by 
public works projects may have 
been considered progressive po­
litical ideology in the years which 
saw the erection of the Egyptian
what the beneficiary could not if embracing this
do, himself, without committing “ new ideas”  is the hall-
a crime.
It was the purpose of the Con­
stitution to restrict the powers 
of central government to certain 
enumerated areas in which “ the 
general welfare”  might be fit­
tingly promoted; and to secure 
“ the blessings of liberty”  to the
mark of a liberal (with, or with­
out, quotation marks), Mr. Stone 
is welcome to the appellation.
As for “ the threadbare propa­
ganda device...to equate social­
ism with communism, “ would it 
be unfair to remind Mr. Stone 
that U.S.S.R. stands for Union of
Soviet SOCIALIST Republics?
The notion that “ socialism is... 
a bulwark against communism,”  
somehow reminds me of testing 
a pearl by dropping it in vinegar. 
If it dissolves, it was (sic!) genu­
ine.
The difference between forfeit­
ing freedom under socialism or 
communism is like the difference 
between falling between the jaws 
of an alligator or a crocodile.
“ From the point of view of 
f u n d a m e n t a l  human liberties 
there is little to choose between 
communism, socialism, and na­
tional socialism. They all are 
examples of the collectivist or 
totalitarian state.” —The Social­
ist Tragedy, by Ivor Thomas, 
former member of the British 
Labor Party (pp. 241-2).
Edward A. Lewis
They are people like Mrs. Kathleen 
Hall and Mrs. Priscilla Hainsworth who 
work in the Registrar's Office and offset 
the computer's indifference by giving 
students' problems their personal atten­
tion.
They are people like Mrs. Eloise A. 
MacRae, who welcomes students to the 
Dean of Students Office with a smile 
and a willingness to help answer ques­
tions.
They are people like Mrs. Emilia 
Morin, the cashier in the Union evenings 
and weekends, who one student described 
as "grandmotherly."
They are people like Mrs. Jeanette 
Lee, the gray-haired Union receptionist, 
who answers the phone cheerfully, and 
Gene Crammer, a short order cook at 
the Union snack bar, who says "please 
pick-up your orders" after announcing 
the numbers.
They are the University employees 
who think of students as people to serve, 
not as numbers to tolerate.
They are the same type of people who 
outside the University make a business 
successful because the customers want 
to come back. They are the people who 
daily use the "friendly" United Airlines 
approach without thinking about it.
They are the people the University 
should ask to teach the other employees 
a course in courtesy.
Letters to the Editor
Reader Asks Stillings Help 
To Be 'More Considerate'
To the Editor:
I almost fully agree with the 
editorial in THE NEW HAMP­
SHIRE last week about University 
staff service. In the interest of 
the students of UNH, staff 
workers here should begin to con­
sider the student.
I particularly want to stress 
the service of Stillings Dining 
Hall. Recently, identification 
cards were checked at Stillings to 
keep those who did not have a 
paid ticket from the meal.
Usually, of course, many of 
those who do have paid tickets 
avoid meals, so seldom are found 
people who are actually trying to 
sneak into Stillings.
A friend of mine, who has a 
very high accume, has five 
courses, studies all day, and 
changes his pants regularly, for­
got his identification card. After 
a fifteen minute wait in line he
Granted, Stillings may be doing 
a good job feeding thousands of 
students each day, but isn’ t there 






Again the masses are classi­
fied with the few through the bias 
or prejudice of the “ free press” .
The November 17th editorial 
seems to me to be both unjust 
and a gross generalization.
I draw attention to the 3rd 
paragraph from the grand finale, 
a completely irresponsible state­
ment. To classify all staff mem-
goriolhVchMrerlToundhedrdn’̂  ̂ bers this way shows lack of re- 
’ spect, observation, and journal­
istic ethics.
Anyone in the position to sway 
large numbers of peoples’
have his ID, and was sent back to 
the dorm to get it.
That evening I asked the same 
checker how many students she . , , ,  .
had found without IDs, and she thoughts, must be able to choose
his words wisely, or conse-replied, and I quote directly, 
“ About 25 this noon, and 10 so 
far tonight.”
This girl was only doing her 
job. The need for checking iden­
tification cards before and after 
a big football game (this incident 
occured on Saturday) may be 
obvious, and it may have to be 
done again in the future. How­
ever, I think that the manage­
ment of Stillings could be slightly 
more considerate of the students 
they serve.
A day’ s warning that IDs will 
be checked will have the same 
effect and result as what was done 
on Saturday, but the over 35 stu­
dents who forgot their IDs then 
may remember next time if given 
the chance.
One additional comment on 
Stillings’ service. Maybe stu­
dents would eat the food and 
there would be less food wasted 
if Stillings, again, would take the 
student in mind. Cheese on 
apple pie? Nuts on green string- 
beans? Pineapples in salads?
quences far beyond the irrespon­
sible unobserving mind could re­
sult.






In reference to your fine edi­
torial of November 17, “ Captive 
Customers” , you have omitted 
one (at least) outstanding group 
of employees; those gentlemen 
and ladles of the ‘ Office of the 
Registrar’ .
I have seldom, if ever, en­
countered a group of people as 
unhelpful and as obstinate as the 
individuals of that lowly office 
in T-Hall.
Christopher L. Perry 
Graduate Student
Kollmeier Warns o f Misdirection
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Apparently the MUSO news 
sheet is with us for a while, 
albeit with a rather erratic pub­
lishing schedule. It will function, 
apparently, as a vehicle for 
essays of a topical nature, and 
as a place for MUSO opinion. 
It is unfortunate that energies will 
not be concentrated in one central 
publication. Instead of one good 
paper we will have two vaguely 
adequate ones. Perhaps this 
is inevitable.
May I suggest, however, that 
Mr. Lyon reconsider his editorial
statement of Nov. 20, that he will 
not “ reply to criticism whether 
it is printed here or elsewhere.”  
If he comes into the public eye, 
it is his obligation and privi­
lege to respond to his audience.
Yes, we do need the expression 
of various viewpoints. But one 
should not have to print one’ s 
own paper to get this expressed. 
One central, open, place for opin­
ion, “ Letters to the Editor,”  
etc., is what we need.




Ken Wheatley, Jim Burjke, Larry Morrin, Harold 
Cook, Larry Dow, Doug Fortnam, Phil Martin, 
Mike Hoyt, Dave Hendrick. Miguel Justiano, Andres 
lilies. Nancy Kepler, John McKee.
Lewis Urged to Print Own Paper
The new hampshire assumes no financial responsibility for typographical errors in advertisementa 
but will_ reprint that part in which a typographical error occurs. Advertisers will please notify the 
Advertising Manager promptly of any error which may occur.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Offices of Durham and Somersworth, New Hampshire, 
under the Act o f March 8, 1879. Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in 
section 1103, act o f October 8, 1917, authorizer September 1, 1918. total number of copies printed 
7,500. Paid circulation 6,300.
Send notice of undelivered copies on form 3579 to the new hampshire. Memorial Union. Durham, 
New Hampshire, 03824.
To the Editor:
Congratulations to Edward A. 
Lewis for finally saying some­
thing worthwhile in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE (“ Reality isn’ t 
Alien to God” , Nov. 15).
However, I feel that if reader 
Lewis is going to contribute as 
often as he did last year to THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE that you give 
him his own column so that you
will not have to cut short such 
important letters as Franklin 
Heald’ s vital information about 
the ambulance.
Better yet, since it is all the 
fashion this year, give Lewis his 
own newspaper. He might call 
it “ Can the Left be Right?”  
which is no more ambiguous than 
“ Above Standard” .
Richard H. L ord ,‘ 68
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Cabot Lyford’ s sculpture (left) represents man the creator while John McKee’ s photo (right) captures man the destroyer in Scudder Gallery exhibition.
Scudder Display 
CHes Contrasts O f 
Maine Coastline
Man the creator and man the 
destroyer are revealed in a si­
multaneous exhibition of photo­
graphy and sculpture in the Scud­
der Gallery this week.
A series of photographs, "A s 
Maine Goes” , by John McKee, 
points out what careless com­
mercialism has done to one of the 
most beautiful natural areas of 
our country, the Maine coast.
A combination of color and 
black and white prints, this photo­
graphic essay reinforces its pro­
test by interspersing color pic­
tures of the few clean vistas 
among the black and white prints 
of billboard, beer bottles, rust­
ing car hulks and bleak dumps of 
human waste. Tourism and "p ro ­
gress”  are spoiling Maine’ s sea­
shores.
"Maine now has acquired all 
the marks of civilization,”  says 
McKee. "Maine calls its coast­
line unique...and is doing its best 
to make it just as dreary, just 
as run-down, just as commercial 
and picturesque and suburban., 
as anyone’ s seashore anj^here.”
Cabot Lyford, Chairman of the 
Art Department at Phillips-Exe- 
ter Academy, reveals a creative 
use of the seashore. Lyford 
uses large stones and pieces of 
wood found on the Maine and New 
Hampshire seacoasts and carves 
these materials with pneumatic 
chisels and hand tools. The spec­
ific form of a particular rock 
suggests the internal image-a 
still life, nude, animal or sea 
form-and Lyford develops and 
finishes the inherent form and 
texture which nature began.
The exhibition opened No­
vember 27 and continues through 
December 20.
Seniors to Sign Up 
For Yearbook Pics
Seniors may sign up to have 
their yearbook pictures taken 
at the Union desk at the follow­
ing times:
Friday, December 1, 9-11,
12-2, 3-5.
Saturday, December 2, 10:30- 
12, 1-2:30.
Monday, December 4, 9-12,
1-4, 5-7:30.
Tuesday, December 5, 8-11, 
12-2, 3-5.
Wednesday, December 6, 9-12, 
1-4.
Students must pay the $2.00 
sitting fee when they sign up.
Meet a group of young Boston bankers. 
They are executives of The First National 
Bank of Boston, New England's oldest 
and largest. They're men on the move . . 
sharp, talented, aggressive and making a 
dent in the business.
A short time ago they were doing some 
soul-searching, too. "Graduation, and then 
what?
Quite honestly a few of these men never 
thought about banking. One of them 
majored in Spanish — he's now a credit
man with our South American operation 
where the language comes in handy. 
Another studies Geography and Geology; 
today, he's an Operations Officer in our 
highly specialized electronic data pro­
cessing complex.
At The FIRST, we look for diverse 
educational backgrounds. Specifically, we 
want men with flexibility who can meet 
the demands of unusual and challenging 
situations.
If you are looking toward a career in
a growth business, take a good hard 
look at The FIRST- We have the oppor­
tunities . . . we'll even make a position 
for the right man.
One of our Personnel Officers will be 
on campus December 1. We suggest that 
you contact your Placement Bureau to 
set up an interview. If you'd like to jump 
the gun, write to our Mr. Emory Mower, 
The First National Bank of Boston, 67 
Milk Street, Boston; he'll be glad to 
send you a special booklet about working 
at the FI RST.
The First National Bank of Boston
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Barrel! Offers Concert Seats ^eoce Corps
UNH students unable to afford the $2.00 tickets for the I Solisti 
Di Zagreb Concert this evening in Johnson Theatre may be able 
to have free seats.
According to Ronald C. Barrett, Director of the Memorial 
Union, “ if the students come to the box office at intermission 
(about 9 p.m.) they will be given free tickets for any available 
seats for the remainder of the concert.”
The noted conductor and cello soloist Antonio Janigro will be 
unable to appear because of illness. Associate conductor Igor 
Kuljeric will conduct in Janigro's place.
The Concert begins at 8:15.





H AR D W AR E HOUSE
Jenkins Court
The Peace Corps has an-
of service.
Agency Director Jack Va 
said he will take an active role 
in seeking deferments.
“ Pulling a volunteer off a pro­
ductive job at mid-tour is unfair 
to the nation, the host country, 
the Peace Corps and the indiv­
idual,”  he said.
Peace Corps service does not 
relieve volunteers of their draft 
obligations, according to present 
Selective Service law.
Questions we don’ t know the 
answers to: Do Chinese chemists 
believe in non-violence? Do 












3:30 p.m. James 102
Blue & White Series — 1 Solisti di Zagreb
8:15 p.m. Johnson Theater
Thursday, November 30
Navy Recruiter 
9 a.m. — 4 p.m. Union
Lecture: South Africa by Prof. D. L. Wheeler
8 p.m. Murkland 207
Friday, December 1
Credit Union Representative 
9 a.m. — 3 p.m.
Navy Recruiter 
9 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Union
Saturday, December 2
Memorial Service for UNH Graduate
killed in Vietnam 
11 a.m. Union, Memorial Room
University Theater — "Antigone"
8 p.m.. Hennessy Theater
As Rip Van Winkle failed to learn, there’s a time and a place for sleeping. If you find 
yourself nodding off at the wrong time or in the wrong place, reach for your NoDoz. 
(You do carry some with you at ail times, don’t you?) A couple of 
NoDoz and you’re with it again. And NoDoz is non habit-forming. < j  
NoDoz. When you can’t be caught napping.
THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.
accessory? Something nifty in a handbag, 
something really dashing in a belt? 
We have a glorious lot of them at
BRAD MclNTIRE  
Durham, New Hampshire
 ̂hpve you found your Ohristiiû s cards yet ?????? 
^ how about postcards for Christmas cards ?????? 
^ and notes for gifts and stocking stuffers ????
for a ’sampler^’ of 20 postcards sd. 1̂ ck/m.c.
^ for our "catalog” of ideas here mentioned....
please sd. stamped self-addressed envelope to:
^ Printed papers • box 424 • durham • n.h. • 03324
CLASSIFIED RATES 
$1. minimum charge 
$.05 per word 
cash or 15c billing 
charge
Call 868-2581^
TO W ORK FOR YOU
PUT






Head football coach Joe Yukica explains one 
of over 300 offensive plays run by the Wildcats 
this year. (Photo by Hendrick)
'Cats’ Offense Varied
by Jon Kellogg
Two hours can seem like an 
interminably long time during a 
football game. But in relation to 
the total effort it is a small 
part.
Had a spectator been in the New 
Hampshire huddle on the first 
play from scrimmage against 
Springfield he would have heard 
this: “ I slot wide right, split,
East 6, pick, lou. On two- 
break.
This is football shorthand for 
a pass play.
" I  s ’ ot v'ide right, split”  stands 
for the formation and the play the 
team will use. “ East”  is the 
blocking direction for the line 
men. “ 6”  is the hole the back 
will fake a run into, since it is 
a play action pass. “ Pick”  is 
the general flow of the back- 
field, while “ lou”  is short for 
left, and “ Two”  is the number 
the ball will be centered on.
During the Springfield game. 
New Hampshire ran 88 plays 
In seven games they have run over 
500. They chose these plays from 
55 possible backfield sets and 
approximately 120 basic plays. 
If all the possible variations are 
included, the number of short­
hand sentences goes over 300. 
The same is true for the defense.
Why so many plays? It gives 
the team more flexibility. Before 
each play is called the quarter­
back must consider field position, 
score, down and yardage nec­
essary for the next first down.
There is a myriad of decisions 
to be made, most of them must 
be done before Saturday. This 
involves over fifteen hours of 
concentrated work by the coach­
ing staff at the beginning of the 
week.
Each week the team is scouted 
by opponents. They keep a record 
of all the plays New Hampshire 
uses. From this they deter­
mine what UNH is doing best 
and try to adjust their defenses 
to stop it. With a multiple offense 
and defense. New Hampshire 
forces the opposition to prepare 
more broadly.
Does it work? Take the New 
Hampshire defense. They use up 
to 60 different formations a game 
to accomplish objectives, which 
include holding the opposition to 
no score, no long runs, no long
passes, and making the crucial 
third down play which forces 
the opposing team to punt. The 
objectives form a difficult goal, 
if the other team has just one 
long run, that objective is wiped 
out.
Difficult as they are, the re­
alization of these ten objectives 
goes hand in hand with every UNH 
victory. Against Colby they 
achieved seven, against Maine 
five, and against Springfield five. 
Against these three teams they 
earned the main objective of 
holding the other team to no 
score.
On offense there is only one 
goal to score. One hundred yards 
is just a short stroll, but it can 
be an infinitely long distance for 
a football team. Every opposing 
defense the offense faces has 
similar objectives to our own 
defense. The opposition attempts 
to anticipate what play we will 
use according to the game situa­
tion. Our offense then second 
guesses that and tries to pre­
sent something just a little bit 
different and retain the element 
of surprise.
In a certain situation, the oppo­
sition may know we like to run off 
tackle. What they may not know 
is how we intend to do it. We 
may pull a guard to trap block, 
or send a back into the hold first 
to power block, or we may just 
block man for man. In any situa­
tion we have a variety of choices 
which the opposition must take 
into consideration, giving us 
more freedom of movement.
Choosing from 200 plays does 
have its weaknesses. The more 
multiple the offense, the less time 
there is to practice each play. 
This means less time to work on 
the fine points of technique, 
which increases the chance of
The University of Massa­
chusetts Redmen nudged past the 
Wildcats a week ago Saturday, 
14-13, as UNH ended their best 
season since 1962.
The ‘Cats’ 5-3 mark has UNH 
alumni pointing to a Yankee Con­
ference Crown and an undefeated 
season for 1968--a goal New 
Hampshire missed by only nine 
points this year.
Jerry Grasso scored for the 
Redmen in the second period on a
Frosh Beaten
by Mike Painchaud
The Massachusetts frosh de­
feated the Wildkitten football 
team, Friday, November 17, in 
the season’ s finale at Amherst, 
23-14.
The ‘ Kitten’ s second straight 
loss gave coach Joe Daniels a 
3-2 record for his first year as 
frosh mentor.
Fullback Rick Heavey and safe­
ty John Renble paced the Redmen 
attack as they overcame a 6-0 de­
ficit at the half to wn.
After a scoreless first period, 
Wildkitten halfback Chip Breault 
scored from four yards at 7:49 
of the second period. Hamp Bal­
lard’ s conversion attempt was 
blocked.
The UMASS offense began to 
move in the third quarter, and 
at 5:51, fullback Heavey capped a 
70-yard scoring drive, going 
over from the one. The con­
version attempt was wide.
Heavey scored again early in 
the fourth period on a three- 
yard plunge. Tom Sapienza boot­
ed the conversion, making the 
score 13-6.
Another UMASS drive stalled 
midway through the period, and 
the Redmen had to settle for a 
38-yard field goal by Sapienza.
The ‘ Kittens got back into the 
game at 11:17 of the fourth period 
on a 34-yard touchdown pass from 
Walt Beatty to end John Lange. 
Breault rushed for the two point 
conversion, closing the gap to 
16-14.
UNH started another drive late 
in the game, but safety Renble 
ended their hopes with a 15-yard | 
touchdown return of an inter cep- : 
tion. Sapienza’ s conversion made ] 




It also gives the team that little 
edge, that has allowed them to 
score in every game. And it has 
helped give New Hampshire its 




UNH vs. Colgate University in 
Snively Arena, at 7:00 p.m.
FRIDAY  
Varsity Hockey
UNH vs. Boston University in 
Boston Arena, Boston 
Frosh Hockey
UNH vs. Boston University in 
Boston Arena, Boston 
Ordinarily peace-loving, a 
wildcat once aroused can whip 
nearly any dog alive, says the 
November Reader’ s Digest. A 
flick of powerful muscles, and the 
cat’ s velvet paws suddenly bristle 
with 18 knives—four claws.




Bottle & Draft Beer 
Open Mon. — Sat at 11:00 A.M.
1-yard line plunge after a pass 
interference penalty in the UNH 
endzone put the ball on the Wild­
cats’ one yard line.
Quarterback Ed Walsh scored 
for UNH in the third period, 
rolling out around his right end. 
UMASS went ahead in the same 
period when Greg Landry hit 
Paul Warnock perfectly for a 
43-yard scoring play.
UNH fought back and gained a 
first down on the Massachusetts 
two-yard line, after Tom Kaspr- 
zak eluded four tacklers enroute 
to a 53-yard run.
On the third line buck. Bill 
Phillips ran over right tackle to 
pull the Wildcats to within one, 
14-13.
Just as they did at Connecti­
cut, the Wildcats gambled for a 
victory by attempting to rush a 
two-point conversion.
Walsh never got a grip on the 
ball after retreating from the 
center. He fumbled amidst a host 
of mudclad Redmen at the ten- 
yard line.
Jim Margarita recovered a 
New Hampshire on-sides kick to 
give UNH possession on the 
UMASS 35-yard line. Walsh hit 
Estey with a 12-yard pass to the 
23, but the Redmen held. Kurt 
Vollherbst came in to try a 40- 
yard field goal. The slippery 
ball was mishandled, and, the 
Wildcats had to settle with an­
other “ almost a win”  loss.
Tuesday, December 5, explore an engineering career on earth’s last frontier.
Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Con­
sultant about engineering openings at world’s 
largest shipbuilding company— where your future 
Is as big as today’s brand new ocean.
Our half-a-billion-dollar backlog of orders means high start­
ing salary, career security, with your way up wide open. 
It also means scope for all your abilities. We’re involved 
with nuclear ship propulsion and refueling, nuclear aircraft 
carrier and submarine building, marine automation. We’ve 
recently completed a vast oceanographic ore survey. We’re 
a major builder of giant water power and heavy industrial 
equipment. We’re starting to apply our nautical nuclear 
know-how to the fast expanding field of nuclear electric 
power generation. We’re completing competitive systems 
designs for the Navy’s $1 billion plus LHA fleet concept.
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We’re next 
door to Virginia Associated Research Center with one of 
the world’s largest synchrocyclotrons, offering advanced 
study in high energy physics. We’re close to Old Dominion 
College and University of Virginia Extension Division, where 
you can get credits for a master’s degree, or take Courses 
in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear En­
gineering and other advanced subjects. Ask about scholar­
ships, tuition grants, study and research leaves to imple­
ment these opportunities.
Ask, too, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here in the heart of Virginia’s historic seaside vacation land, 
with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.










See our representative 
Ed Conway 
Tuesday, December 5
He’ll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, dis­
cuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.
N EW PO RT N EW S S H IP B U ILD IN G  AND D RY DOCK COM PAN Y. N EW PO RT N EW S. V IR G IN IA
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Injured Wildcat Hocicey 
Team Faces Colgate Toniglit
Coach Rube Bjorkman’ s crip­
pled pucksters will tangle against 
Colgate University tonight, at 
Snively Arena.
Face-off is at 7 p,m.
Yet to be at full strength, the 
Wildcats sport a 1-2 record. 
They defeated Concord’ s Eastern 
Olympics 7-6, before bowing to 
Concord 5-2 and to Yale Univer-'' 
sity 3-2.
Dave Sheen, Rich David and 
Allan Clark have all suffered 
injuries and their physical sta­
tus for tonight’ s game is doubt­
ful.
Joe Bartlett and Rod West 
suffered less serious injuries 
against Yale and will play to­
night against the Red Raiders.
New Hampshire’ s loss to Yale 
was the first game which counts 
in their EC AC Division I rec­
ord.
Rich David gave UNH a tem­
porary lead at 11:42 of the first 
period. Bob Brandt and Graham 
Bruder assisted him.
The Elis tied the game and took 
the lead in 21 seconds, early in 
the third stanza. Bob Keith, as­
sisted by Markle and Johnson, 
scored just before Ed Wright 
tallied. Deveaux assisted Wright.
Mike Ontkean scored for the
Wildcats at 7;41, assisted by. 
Bruder and Rod West. Bill 
Miller’ s goal two minutes and 
52 seconds later gave Yale the 
decision.
Rick Metzer saved 30 Eli shots, 
while Sam Holahan stopped 36 
New Hampshire shots.
At Concord, a disastrous sec­
ond period led to New Hamp­
shire’ s downfall.
In the first period, Jim Mee­
han scored first for Concord 
on assists from Steve and San­
dy Murphy- Mike Ontkean re­
taliated on assists from Bob 
Brandt and Rich David.
Concord took the lead when 
Steve Murphy, assisted by San­
dy Murphy and Wayne Pecknold, 
scored at 13:32.
Concord e x p l o d e d  midway 
through the second period when 
Pecknold and Dick Pinch scored 
before Mike Ontkean stemmed the 
tide at 14:03.
Dick Pinch tallied at 17:50 
for the game’ s final score.
Nullified goals and five pen­
alties spoiled the Wildcats bid 
for victory in the third period.
Jim Logue made 32 saves for 
Concord, while Metzer, Dave Ha- 
german, and Larry Smith com­
bined to stop 34 Concord shots.
NOW YOU CAN WAKE UP 
BEFORE NOON
The Breakfast Hours 
have arrived at 
WUNH 
7 : 1 5 - 9  A.M. 
Monday — Friday 
Radio 90.3 FM
You’ve Got Another Chance 
To Win A HONDA 
or one o f  several 
other prizes just 
send in your name 




Durham, N. H. 03824  
Before noon December 18 
And have a Merry Christmas
By John Donovan 
Sports Editor
A Successful Season
The 1967 f o o t b a l l  team de­
serves praise for their 5-3 rec­
ord. Statistics reveal how much 
New Hampshire o v e r w h e l m e d  
their opponents this past fall.
Team Statistics
NH OPP




Total Plays 531 527
rushing 386 354
passing 145 173
Yards Rushing 1405 937
Yards Passing 959 787
Total Offense 2364 1724
Pass Attempts 145 173
Completions 69 79
Pass Pet. 47.5 45.6




Penalty Yardage 381 350
Punts 40 56
Punt Average 37.8 35.4
Pigskin Slants
UNH trainer, Dwight Aultman, 
reports that the W i 1 d c a t s con­
sume 140 Cokes each game. Each 
team member has a Coke at half­
time, and one after the game.
Aultman doesn’ t own stock in 
Coca Cola, but insists that Cokes 
are better for athletes than the 
t r a d i t i o n a l  oranges. Dwight 
Claims, “ Cokes are cold, wet, 
their energy more quickly ab­
sorbed, and their C02 makes; the 
boys burp and get the butterflies 
off their stomachs.’ ’
Tickets for the Billy Estey tes­
timonial can be obtained by call­
ing Mrs. Carmita Murphy, UNH 
Extension Service, 868-5511, ex­
tension 212. Tickets are avail­
able at Town and Campus, too.
The banquet begins at 6:30, 
December 9, at Yoken’ s Res­
taurant on Route 1.
Through the Woods
Michael McCaffrey bagged a 
190 lb. buck in Groton, Vt., over 
the Thanksgiving vacation, Mike 
is a graduate student in the Edu­
cation Department, and the hunt­
ing trip was his first.
Basketball Briefs
Sports Illustrated reports that 
New Hampshire s h o u l d  press 
Rhode Island for the YankeeCon- 
ference Championship. The mag­
azine claims, “ At New Hamp­
shire, the Wildcats are given a
ranklin
Wed. Last Night Nov. 29
AOCIDIfiT
K BOGARDE • STANLEY BAKER |
■and JACQUU.NE SASSARO*""
Show Times 6 :30-8 :30 pm 
Thurs.-Fri Nov. 30-Dec. I
■ between the sexes there always 
■comes a time to surrender—u/tcon<//r/ona//y.^
1 ™  I Of IK  S IB *] 1 ® *
Show Times 6 :30-8 :55 pm
Saturday Dec. 2
Lynn Redgrave
"BEST ACTRESS OF THE YEAR!’
■LYNN REDGRAVE IS THIS YEAR'S DARLING!"
JAMES MASON • ALAN SATES ■ LYNN REDGRAVE
Show Times 6 :30-8 :30 pm
chance for their first winning 
season in 16 years’ ’ with the 
return of Olympic decathlonist 
Jess Banister, Bob Glover, Steve 
Seay--and a strong recruitment 
program.
Ice Chips
Don’t let anyone from Yale 
tell you that UNH is way out in 
the “ sticks.’ ’ The exhibition by 
the Elis’ hockey team, and the 
antics by the game’ s officials, 
last Saturday night in New Ha­
ven r e s e m b l e d  a backwoods 
“ bush league’ ’ encounter rather 
than a college hockey game.
Yale has a unique strategy for 
defense. From their goal, they 
rush out to the blue line and knock 
down anyone in sight. The rule- 
book says that a body check is 
illegal when the offender takes 
more than two steps before mak­
ing contact with his opponent.
Either officials couldn’ t count 
steps, or the Yale defensemen 
took two giant steps from their 
goal out to their blue line, a dis- 
stance of thirty feet.
When coach Rube Bjorkman 
complained, officials remarked, 
“ Your boys can’ t seem to stand 
on their feet.’ ’ Bjorkman in­
sisted that he had never seen a 
team sustain two concussions and 
two dislocations when a game was 
played properly.
A Wildcat defenseman insists 
that one of Yale’ s g o a l s  was 
tossed in by an Eli. Another came 
when a Yale man knocked in a 
puck which Rick Metzer was 
holding for a w h i s t l e  which 
never sounded.
But the Wildcats will have 
to forget the past and start all 
over tonight, Colgate will be 
formidable; last year’ s strong 
frosh team bolsters a team which 
split with UNH last year.
Gibbs Hall Loses 
Intramural Game 
ToUMass Champs
A wet slippery field was the 
scene of the annual UNH-U MASS 
intramural f o o t b a l l  champion­
ship, won by Phi Mu Delta of 
Massachusetts, 18-12.
Gibbs Hall represented UNH 
and played a game of come- 
from-behind football, before los­
ing in overtime.
A defensive struggle marked 
the first minutes of the first 
period, with neither team cross­
ing the goal line. Despite the 
sloppy conditions. Phi Mu Delta 
scored on a short pass midway 
through the first half, and led 
6-0 when the conversion failed.
Another pass made it 12-0 
for UMASS late in the second 
period, but Larry Houle grabbed 
a Massachusetts pass on their 
goal line for Gibbs, and UNH 
trailed 12-6.
Gibbs held Phi Mu Delta score­
less in the second half, but the 
visitor’ s defense proved just as 
strong.
Neither team could mount an 
attack until Gibbs’ quarterback 
Larry Houle threw a 40-yard 
scoring strike to knot the score 
with 16 seconds remaining. The 
conversion again failed.
The ball changed hands three 
times before UMASS scored on 
a short pass to win the cham­
pionship.
This is the second year in a 
row that Massachusetts has won 
the title. Last year, an all-star 
team from UNH lost at Amherst. 
In 1965, the UNH Commuters won 
the annual contest.
To the highest bidder, a soul 
of an 18-year-old college male 
for all eternity. Contact Box B, 
5 the new hampshire.
A/R  FORCE ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
This program is particularly suitable for sophomores and 
transfer students.
Requirements:
Two academic years remaining at UNH, either graduate 
or undergraduate.
Pass Air Force Officer Qualification Test and physical.
Contact the Professor of Aeorspace Studies, Hewitt Hall, 
by 1 December 1967.
Male student wishes to share apartment with someone 
living near campus. Rent cost is not important, but con­
venience is essential. Wish to move immediately. Call 
679 - 5354 from 9 a.m. till 2 p.m. or evenings to give 
particulars.
WANTED: unabashed girl for painting. Must be over 5'4". 
Pay $5 an hour up. All replies confidential. Box A, 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, MUB.
WANT TO SKI 93 FREE? Girl 21-31, to host Ski Lodge 
White Mountains. Free room, board, skiing. THE BOOT- 
REST, West Campton, N. H. 726 - 7079.
WANTED: Rider or driver to share driving or to deliver 
car from Texas-New Mexico area to New Hampshire 
(UNH bound) departing 27-28 December. Persons interested 
need only provide their food and lodging costs. Please 
reply immediately.
Mrs. Frank Dawson 
2172 East Tinker Ave. 
Holloman AFB, N. M.
88330
